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ASUG10015

Migrating from SAP ERP
Central Component 6.0
to SAP S/4HANA:
Johnsonville’s Story

Learn how Johnsonville successfully migrated its
SAP ERP Central Component 6.0 environment on
SQL Server to SAP S/4HANA 1610 in nine
months. The scope included finance and
controlling; materials, plant, and warehouse
management; and personnel administration, as
well as integration with applications for global
trade and advanced planning, SAP
SuccessFactors and SAP Concur solutions, and
third-party products and add-ons.

Tue, June 5
11:00 - 12:00 p.m.
S331A

ASUG11281

PayPal Transforms
Finance on the World’s
Largest Single-Node
SAP HANA Database

Learn how PayPal, one of the largest financial
technology companies, is transforming finance
by leveraging the SAP HANA database on the
world's largest single node, a scaled up SAP
HANA software system, to provide a single
source of truth for finance and accounting
information, and to generate real-time reporting
and analytics.

Tue, June 5:
11:00 – 12:00 p.m. –
S320H

ASUG10964

Transformation Journey
for Financial Planning at
Microsoft Using SAP
Business Planning and
Consolidation and
Microsoft Azure

Learn how financial planning is being
transformed for high tech verticals using the SAP
Business Planning and Consolidation application
and SAP software on Microsoft Azure. In this
session, Microsoft will share what its learned,
experiences and technology improvements for
business planning and consolidation realized by
engaging SAP MaxAttention services, EY, and
product teams.

Tue, June 5:
11:00 – 12:00 p.m. –
S320G

ASUG10962

Yard Processing with
SAP Leonardo Internet
of Things and SAP Yard
Logistics

SAP Yard Logistics is the dedicated SAP
application for managing your yard. Available as
an integrated or a standalone application, it
offers great scenarios, supporting the latest
Internet of Things capabilities such as sensor
integration, drone control, image recognition,
and positioning tracking using state-of-the-art
technologies and 3D visualization.

Tue, June 5:
11:00 – 12:00 p.m. –
S330A

ASUG10575

Automating Data
Collection from IoT
Devices in
Manufacturing

Learn how Lockheed Martin Space Systems and
SAP teamed up to deliver an integrated Internet
of Things (IoT) solution for capturing data from
IoT devices during the manufacturing process
and saving the results for full traceability with
the SAP Complex Assembly Manufacturing
solution. The environment also includes Atlas
Copco, GE Digital, Microsoft SQL Server, SAP
Manufacturing Integration and Intelligence, and
SAP ERP.

Tue, June 5:
12:30 – 01:30 p.m. –
S310B
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ASUG11262

3M: Business
Innovation Without
Disruption

3M runs a single global instance operating
around the clock and cannot afford downtime.
With help from SAP MaxAttention services, 3M
deployed one of the largest functional rollouts
with no disruption to the business by using the
zero downtime approach. 3M is one of the first
customers worldwide to deploy functional
enhancements and software updates with
minimal downtime.

Tue, June 5:
2:00 – 3:00 p.m. –
S310B

ASUG11655

AIG’s Journey to SAP
HANA and Amazon
Web Services

In April 2017, insurance company AIG started a
complete landscaping re-platforming from IBM
DB2 on premise to the SAP HANA business data
platform on private cloud on Amazon Web
Services (AWS). Using various technologies, the
team was able to migrate its SAP ERP Central
Component, SAP Solution Manager, SAP Fiori UX,
SAP Process Integration, SAP Master Data
Governance, and SAP GRC solutions to AWS
cloud.

Tue, June 5:
2:00 – 3:00 p.m. –
S330H

ASUG11003

Lessons Learned from
SAP Agricultural
Contract Management
at Cargill

Cargill Inc. deployed the SAP Agricultural
Contract Management application in the last two
years, and the company has an exciting road
map ahead. The solution is a success and is
working well for this agricultural supply chain
business. The presenters show what they have
learned in the past years and how that can help
other agricultural companies that are
considering deploying SAP Agricultural Contract
Management.

Tue, June 6:
3:15 – 4:15 p.m. –
S330E

ASUG10632

A Customer’s Journey
Implementing SAP
S/4HANA

Our journey started with an upgrade from a
highly customized SAP ERP system to SAP
S/4HANA 1503. In Phase 1 we faced many
challenges due to data integrity and the
complexity of customizations. This drove the
decision for Phase 2 to be a greenfield
implementation of SAP S/4HANA 1610 with SAP
Fiori user experience. We will share our lessons
learned with the SAP S/4HANA suite and key
challenges.

Wed, June 6:
11:00 – 12:00 p.m. –
S310G

ASUG12115

Identify the Perfect
Timing for Your Digital
Transformation with
SAP Transformation
Navigator

Wed, June 6
1:00 - 2:00 p.m.
S319

ASUG11094

Secure Supply Chain
Through Serialization

Discover how and SAP tool enables you to
identify the best time to start your digital
transformation journey. See the time slider
function of the SAP Transformation Navigator
tool in action and learn how it relates to SAP’s
renewed and exciting product and solution road
maps. Find out more about SAP Transformation
Navigator from the customer showcase
presented by EPI-USE Systems Limited on behalf
of Purdue University.
Fraud and fake products cause immense damage
to manufacturers in terms of lost sales and
customer satisfaction. SAP Advanced Track and
Trace for Pharmaceuticals and SAP Information
Collaboration Hub for Life Sciences provide
companies with the tools they need to identify
products, track and trace products throughout
the supply chain, and comply with government
regulations.

Wed, June 6:
2:30 – 3:30 p.m. –
S330C

ASUG11538

Accelerating Early
Engineering Product
Lifecycle Costing with
Machine Learning at
AGCO

Learn how AGCO Corporation is using the SAP
Product Lifecycle Costing solution at global scale
in 11 sites to calculate and estimate new costs
for new tractor models. See where AGCO has
improved their process already, and gain an
understanding where machine learning will
boost them to the next level. Ultimately, SAP
Product Lifecycle Costing and machine learning
will enable AGCO to obtain better margins.

Wed, June 6:
2:30 – 3:30 p.m. –
S331D
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ASUG11469

FirstEnergy’s
Transformation to
Establish a Customer
Engagement Platform

FirstEnergy Corporation’s 10 regulated
distribution companies form one of the nation's
largest investor-owned electric systems. The
company needed a new platform to enter new
markets and launch new products. Learn how it
transformed its end-to-end customer-facing
business, gained a 360-degree customer view,
and increased speed to market with SAP Hybris
solutions.

Wed, June 6:
4:00 – 5:00 p.m. –
S330D

ASUG11819

Simplify Development
and Security
Administration with
SAP HANA Extended
Application Services,
Advanced Model

DowDuPont Inc. developed a data hub solution
on SAP HANA 1.0 that focused on financial
reporting. Upgrading to SAP HANA extended
application services, advanced model with SAP
Web IDE will help DowDupont further reduce
administrative complexity and cost, improve
security granularity, and simplify development
effort. Higher efficiency across the whole IT
process is expected after the upgrade.

Thu, June 7:
11:00 – 12:00 p.m. –
S310G

ASUG10832

BJ’s Wholesale Club
Embarks upon a
Journey to Virtual
Assistant

We are seeing a rise in the digital assistant
concept. Using natural conversation to access
data will liberate business users and customers
alike. At BJ's Wholesale Club, we believe voice is
the next user experience (UX) platform. Join us
to learn about our UX journey as we march
forward transforming our business from screen
clicks to voice enabled.

Thu, June 7:
11:00 – 12:00 p.m. –
S310D

ASUG11417

Effective Planning and
Scheduling Using SAP
Multiresource
Scheduling 9.0 at
Newmont Mining

Newmont Mining deployed the SAP
Multiresource Scheduling 9.0 application for
better planning and scheduling of maintenance
work orders. This session covers the software’s
demand view features, including leveling the
work center capacities of contractors and
employees, dynamically scheduling work orders,
grouping work orders, checking material
availability, using resource view features such as
assigning tools, and more.

Thu, June 7:
11:00 – 12:00 p.m. –
S310D

ASUG12077

Roundtable: Tax Rebate
Reporting Based on SAP
Vehicle Insights

CITIC Pacific Mining uses the SAP Leonardo
accelerator package for SAP Vehicle Insights to
connect light vehicles and to monitor and report
vehicle data for tax rebate calculation. The
project consisted of a proof-of-concept phase, a
minimum viable product (MVP) in agile delivery,
and a first go-live, which took three months. The
annual projected benefits are $A1 million and
are a good basis for further innovation.

Thu, June 7:
11:00 – 12:00 p.m. –
Roundtable 4

ASUG11630

Accelerating SAP
S/4HANA Project with

DevOps comes to SAP! Zurich is one of the first
organizations to go all-in with Solution Manager
+ Focused Build. Hear from the individual that
led the selection/decision process together with

Thu, June 7:
12:30 – 13:30 p.m. –
S220E

SAP Solution Manager
Focused Build

the individual leading the implementation: What
are SolMan and Focused Build Business drivers
behind ZNA's decision What a Focused-Build
driven process looks like Steps in the adoption
process Lessons from an early implementer
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ASUG10420

Demand-Driven Digital
Supply Chain
Transformation with
SAP Integrated Business
Planning and SAP Ariba
Solutions

In a high-tech industry with ever-evolving
business models and customer expectations, the
supply chain needs to be fast, agile, demand
driven, collaborative, and responsive to
customer and business needs efficiently.
Microsoft embarked on a journey to transform
its supply planning capabilities with the SAP
Integrated Business Planning solution and with
SAP Ariba solutions.

Thu, June 7:
2:00 – 3:00 p.m. –
S330B

ASUG11202

Industry 4.0: Digital
Manufacturing at
Caterpillar Using SAP
Leonardo

Caterpillar Inc. embarked on a digital
transformation called Live Factory, part of an
overall industrial retail strategy to gather data
from the shop floor, generate meaningful
insights, and drive business decisions across its
entire value chain. Caterpillar deployed SAP
Leonardo IoT accelerator packages for SAP
Digital Manufacturing Insights, SAP Predictive
Maintenance and Service, and SAP Vehicle
Insights.

Thu, June 7:
2:00 – 3:00 p.m. –
S331A

ASUG11270

Execution and Technical
Implementation of SAP
Promotion
Management at BJ’s
Wholesale Club

BJ's use of the SAP Promotion Management
application increases efficiencies in managing
promotions and supports informed decisionmaking to select the most profitable offers.
Learn about the SAP Promotion Management 8.2
technical landscape and project implementation,
cloud-based deployment on Amazon Web
Services, technical integration with SAP ERP
Central Component, challenges, and guidance
from SAP MaxAttention services.

Thu, June 7:
2:00 – 3:00 p.m. –
S220E

ASUG10829

SAP Hybris Cloud for
Customer Enhances
B2B Salesforce
Effectiveness

Learn how to build B2B sales growth potential
and increase productivity. BJ’s Wholesale Club
Inc. deployed the SAP Hybris Cloud for Customer
solution for its B2B sales team to manage leads,
accounts, contacts, and activities. Coupled with
the sales and distribution module using SAP
Cloud Platform Integration service and
leveraging the SAP Fiori user experience, this
approach enables easy adoption by the B2B sales
team.

Thu, June 7:
3:30 – 4:30 p.m. –
S330F

